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CORONAVIRUS – Part 15: VACCINES, LABS, GATES, 

SOROS, THE MONEY TRAIL 

INDIA UPDATE FROM 4-27-20 

Sister we are praying for you and all Three Heart congregation that God keeps 

everyone safe at this time of epidemic.  

So sister here is an update for what we are doing at this time for the villagers, I 

thank God for making us capable to help village community at this tuff times 

because most of the village people are daily wage worker the day they earn there 

wage only then they are able to get food in the evening for their families. 

So sister we as Three Heart Ministry trying to help them at this tuff time through 

his blessing with these we are able to share the Love of living God, So please 

prayer for us that God takes us to more people who are not able to get their basic 

need they are able to get through our living God.  

Give my greeting to family there and to all Three Heart Congregation too.  
With Christ Love  
Pastor Dalbeer Singh & Family  
 
So it is a little update that what God is doing at this time of pandemic through 
Three Heart Ministry India I would like to thank Three Heart ministry too for their 
prayer. First of all I would like to thank God that he has kept us all safe at this time 
of epidemic and I thank Three Heart Church for keeping us remember in their 
prayers.  
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So as we have done the permission work so we have started doing the work of 
mask making for the villagers and I thank God for helping us and protecting us.   
 

 
Here is Pastor Dalbeer and one of the ministry workers helping to make masks. 
 
I apologize that I could not get the other pictures to this update.  When I am able 
to get them I will share them.  For some reason I have been having a lot of 
computer issues…. 
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I thought this was interesting.  Someone took the word vaccination and applied it 
numerologically to our alphabet.  In doing that you get 111.  Remember we 
learned in the teaching series I did exposing Pat Robertson and Joseph Prince, 
that 111 stands for the intelligence of the sun god baal.  His enlightenment or 
illumination, if you will.  So we see how that word in their witchcraft math brings 
honor to their god – satan who is the sun god.  They looked 111 up in the Strong’s 
Greek concordance and found the word athemitos (ath em ee tos), which means 
lawless.  Usage:  illegal, unlawful, criminal, lawless.  Also, abominable, unlawful 
thing. 
 
*Please play from 22:22 to 23:16  From Event 201 “think tank”, where large 
private sector corporations and government corporations came together and 
discussed the coronavirus pandemic just before it went live.  She speaks about 
the anti-vaccine movement being very strong even before the outbreak.  She says 
one way the anti-vaccine movement has gotten so strong is through social media.  
She puts the question forth of how are they going to get the public to trust in the 
vaccine that they come up with.  They also talked about how to keep 
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misinformation and disinformation from spreading. ((  For those of us who are 
awake we know that meant how are they going to keep us from getting the truth 
out there. ))*(about 1 min.) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4Tko&t=2s 

 
Remember last week we learned about many countries that are aware of all the 

vaccine injuries and deaths. There are people that know what they have been 

putting in the vaccines and that they are not good for us.  That’s why the lady 

raised the issue of how are they going to get the public to trust in the vaccine they 

come up with.   

The war on truth rages on and that is why she brought up misinformation and 

disinformation and trying to keep it from spreading.  For those of us who are 

awake, we know that really means that they are going to censor even harder so 

we can’t get the truth out there. 

 

Channel 2 fact checking trust index: Graham Media Group strengthens 

newsrooms in fight against misinformation.  One morning Scott saw this on our 

local news program.  Channel 2 announced that if you hear something and you 

aren’t sure if it is true or not, just contact them with the story and they will check 

it out for you and let you know if it is: trustworthy, false or be careful.  This is a 

clever way of handling what the people believe.  Easy to drive people away from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4Tko&t=2s
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the truth or just spread doubt.  I even learned that Snopes is not all it’s cracked up 

to be either.  They have even worked with facebook and that’s a major red flag.  

We have not realized what it meant for satan to be the god of this world.  He has 

his men and women in all the key positions.  He promotes his own and deception 

is the name of his game.   

When you are trying to vet out the truth, look at who is funding the research and 

what does the person believe and really look, because we are dealing with paid 

liars.   

So the talk has been swirling about the vaccine since this plandemic began.  I 

heard on the tv the other day that each person will be required to get more than 

one dose. Probably more like 2 or 3 doses.  They want to be good and sure that 

you get a full strength dose of what they are gonna serve up. 

*Please play this video -  Appointed chair of CDC Advisory Committee on 

Immunizations in 2009 states “we’ll just get rid of all the whites in the United 

States.” She talks about how they are trying to strategize to get people to take 

vaccines.  She says that immigrants want to get vaccinated the most.  The guy in 

the room said that “They are at risk when they come here (to the U.S.).  They had 

better vaccination rates in Mexico.”  She says that they can talk most hesitant 

people into taking the vaccine. She states plainly they are trying to figure out how 

to deal with “refusers.” (about 1.5 min’s) 

https://hooktube.com/watch?v=RnCuJZM4_xc 
 
Thanks for sharing that one Tony.  That was from 2009.  They are trying to figure 
out how to deal with vaccine “refusers.”  Remember we heard Bill Gates say that 
he wanted a universal flu shot.  They want to vaccinate the whole world. 
 
FOLLOW the MONEY 

https://hooktube.com/watch?v=RnCuJZM4_xc
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The New York Post reported that Fauci had donated 7.4 million dollars to The 
Wuhan  Institute of Virology lab, that was doing research on coronaviruses before 
the outbreak.   
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Here we see the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation gave a grant of $499,944 to 

Wuhan University.  The purpose: to establish international research networks and 

data sharing platforms as well as develop policy recommendations for improving 

the medical insurance system in China.   

Why would he be interested in improving that?  So that he can sell more vaccines 

by getting a piece of the pie in China. 

George Soros is another luciferian who wants a one world government.  He 
invested in Wuxi Pharmatech who has a lab in Wuhan.   
 
Remember all of our wars have not been fought for valid reasons or not for the 
reasons we were led to believe but rather for profit.  They set themselves up to 
profit off of both sides usually. So now we see they are heavily invested in what 
the labs were doing in Wuhan.  
 
*Please play video – George Soros was interviewed by 60 Minutes in 
1998.*(about 7 min’s.) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGWizajL7tA 
 
He is a picture of the luciferians we are dealing with who are working so feverishly 
to get their New World Order established.  He said with a smile on his face that 
one should think ahead and anticipate events.  That’s what they do, plan the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGWizajL7tA
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events that we are living through, like this coronavirus event, like 911, like the 
fake school shootings and the paid for riots etc.  The luciferians are using those 
things to bring in the new world order.  Remember when you see all the rioting 
on tv that George Soros has been a huge funder of those riots.  The luciferians are 
using those riots to put pieces of their plan in place.   
 
When he was asked if it was hard to be there when the Hungarian Jews were 
having their things taken away and they were shipped off to the death camps, he 
said with a smile on his face that it was not hard at all for him.  He said he had no 
guilt because he was only observing these things.  He expressed his attitude about 
the bad things that he does, with the big money moves and games he plays in the 
market that can break country’s economies, he said smiling, well if I weren’t the 
one there doing it someone else would be.   
 
He said he does not believe in God and he is not religious.  He said the year of 
German occupation was the happiest year of his life.  He said it was a very 
positive experience.  He said, it’s a strange thing, because you see incredible 
suffering all around you and in fact you are in incredible danger yourself.  But you 
are 14 years old and you don’t believe that it can actually touch you. You have 
belief in yourself, you have belief in your father.  It’s a very happy making 
exhilarating experience… – this is what he said about what he witnessed 
happening to the Hungarian Jews during the holocaust. 
 
Think about how cold and unfeeling those statements he made were.  And with a 
smile on his face no less.  Heartless.  No belief in Jesus, but rather in himself and 
his father.   
 
How could someone be so heartless?  Because there is no love inside of them. 
 
1 John 4:8 - He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love. 
 
In the New Testament when Jesus was asked about the commandments He gave 
two commandments.  Lets look at the second commandment that Jesus gave us: 
 
Mark 12:31 - And the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as 
thyself. There is none other commandment greater than these.  
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These luciferians are not showing love to the world.  They are trying to control 
and rule the world and not with Godly love and mercy.  They believe they are 
privileged and we are less than animals to them.   

 
Clockwise from top left: George Soros, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Henry Ford, 
John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie.   
 
They all participate in mystery Babylon serving lucifer.  This article said that Gates 
is Zuckerberg’s mentor.   
 
Plenty of billionaires are still buying sports teams, building yachts and donating to 
museums and hospitals. But many new philanthropists appear less interested in 
naming a business school after themselves than in changing the world.   “They are 
not saving their money for a rainy day. They want to have impact now.” George 
Soros, the hedge fund billionaire and Democratic donor, recently made public the 
transfer of some $18 billion to his Open Society Foundations, a sprawling effort to 
promote democracy and combat intolerance around the world. The gift, which 
essentially endowed Open Society in perpetuity, made it the second largest 
foundation by assets in the country. The only philanthropy with more resources is 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/17/business/george-soros-open-society-foundations.html
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the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.  as their ambitions grow, so too does their 
influence, meaning that for better or worse, a few billionaires are wielding 
considerable influence over everything from medical research (Bill Gates) to social 
policy (Mark Zuckerberg) to politics (George Soros).  “This is a small group of 
people, who have made way more money than they need, deciding what issues 
they care about. That affects us all.” Mr. Soros’s foundation differs in important 
ways. Rather than try to solve discrete problems like disease, Open Society aims 
to promote values like democracy, tolerance and inclusion, which Mr. Soros, a 
Holocaust survivor, holds dear. In practice, this means that his money is less likely 
to fund early stage medical research, and more likely to help refugees displaced 
by conflict. The broad outline of these billionaires’ efforts have much in common: 
shaping the world in their moral image.   
 
Think about the riots that Soros funds to move policy and agenda’s in his 
direction.  Remember when we had those caravans coming to the U.S.?  Those 
things are mostly staged and bought and paid for to move their agendas.   
 
George Soros is using his money to bring in socialism.  Look at those words 
“tolerance and inclusion.”  They sound good right?  We want everyone to be 
treated fairly.  But that means that society as we know it, or knew it not too long 
ago, will be broken down in order to level the playing field for everyone.  
Tolerance and inclusion are not God’s way.  The pope is a pusher of inclusion and 
unity.  The Roman Catholic Church is the face of Mystery Babylon and they are 
promoting inclusivism.  There is only one way to heaven and His name is Christ 
Jesus. 
 
This next passage of Scripture is talking about Jesus Christ.  
 
Acts 4:12 - Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name 
under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved (for there is no other 
name under heaven given to mankind by which we must be saved). 
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Michael Bloomberg, the former New York mayor, is also no stranger to criticism. 
The purpose of his foundation, Bloomberg Philanthropies, is to “ensure better, 
longer lives for the greatest number of people.” In practice, this has meant Mr. 
Bloomberg spending hundreds of millions of dollars on issues including gun 
control and obesity prevention, drawing the ire of Republicans who oppose what 
they see as excessive regulation.  There are equally powerful forces flexing their 
financial muscles on both sides of the political spectrum. 
 
**Remember they play both sides.  They only want you to think they are divided 
but they are not.  There is no Democratic Party and Republican Party but instead 
they are one and the same.  They put on a play to deceive you to make you think 
they are divided but they aren’t.  They pick someone to play the role to be against 
something and they pick another person to play the role to be for that 
“something.”  The reality is that they are both working toward the same goal.  To 
keep us deceived and divided while they implement their plans.   
 
I have noticed from this article that it seems like when they have their secret 
meetings, like the Bilderberg meeting, that they have assigned each billionaire at 
least 2 special interests.  Their job is to focus on those areas and bring destruction 
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in through them.  An example of this is Bill Gates.  In one of the videos we 
watched a few weeks back he stated that seeds are an area of interest to him as 
well as vaccines.  I’m sure you are all awake to what they have done to our seeds 
by now.  They are not organic anymore but are gmo’d and also natural seeds are 
becoming more and more illegal or controlled.  They are all friends and when you 
look into these major corporations and government and even military you find 
them all connected.  Some connections are because they are actually kin to each 
other like the presidents are.  They are all freemasons who practice mystery 
Babylon, even Trump.* 
 
THE RESEARCH CONTINUES: “Giving, like anything else, takes practice to do 
effectively,” Mr. Zuckerberg wrote on Facebook. “So if we want to be good at it in 
10-15 years, we should start now.”  
 
Giving pledge: Mr. Gates and the billionaire investor Warren Buffett launched the 
Giving Pledge, which asks wealthy people to commit to donating at least half of 
their fortunes to philanthropic causes during their lifetimes or upon their death. 
They want their fellow billionaires to act with urgency. On their own website, the 
Gates’ describes themselves as “impatient optimists.”  Nearly 200 people with a 
combined worth approaching $1 trillion have signed the Giving Pledge. New 
billionaires are beginning to ramp up their giving. Laurene Powell Jobs, the widow 
of Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, recently founded the Emerson Collective, which is 
putting money toward issues including education and immigration.  

“The sun never sets on George Soros’s philanthropic empire, and the money is 
never going to run out,” said Mr. Callahan. “His money could still be affecting 
public policy 300 years from now.” 

It is the dawn of a new era of big philanthropy. As wealth is rapidly created and 
concentrated, new mega foundations are being born, each reflecting its founder’s 
priorities. And much as Mr. Soros, Mr. Gates, Mr. Zuckerberg and the others in 
their cohort have eclipsed the titans of the Gilded Age, they are likely to one day 
be overtaken by an even newer crop of immensely wealthy and impatient 
optimists. 
 
CLOSING 
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Look how that article ended with symbolic talk of the fallen angels, nephilim and 
titans.  They want to bring that time back when they openly walked on the earth 
and were in control.  Wickedness is rising up and on display right out in the open 
more and more. 
 

These globalists are using their money to shape our world. 
 
1 Timothy 6:9-10 - But they that will be rich (they that want to be rich) fall into 
temptation and a snare (trap), and into many foolish and hurtful lusts (harmful 
desires), which drown men in destruction and perdition. For the love of money is 
the root of all evil (the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil): which while 
some coveted after (craving it or eager for it), they have erred from the faith 
(wandered away from the faith or left the faith), and pierced themselves through 
with many sorrows.  

The Bible warns us about covetousness and greed and pursuing earthly wealth at 
all costs.  Paul told us to be content with what we have and Jesus told us to seek 
the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things will be added unto 
you. 

They are greedy and money is their idol.  They are giving more away and faster 
now as we draw to the end.  Don’t get caught up thinking they are doing good 
deeds with their money.  They are pledging to give their money away to further 
the New World Order.  Not for the good of humanity.  These luciferians are doing 
satan’s bidding in ruling this world.  They have used their wealth to serve his 
kingdom well. 
 
What are you doing with your money? 

PRAYER 
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LINKS FOR EVERY PART: 
 
Dr. Tent shares about Vaccines 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-
vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses 
 
Vaccination MUST SEE! - The Hidden Truth - Australian Documentary (FULL) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s 
 
Weather and Chemical Warfare 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-
and-chemical-warfare-part-one 
 
Promotes using vitamin C against coronavirus and as a preventative 
http://doctoryourself.com/ 
 
Coronavirus AID SUPPORT Possible cure High doses of Vitamin C Covid 19 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be 
 
LINKS FOR THIS PART: 

Event 201 Pandemic Exercise: Segment 4, Communications Discussion and 

Epilogue Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4Tko&t=2s 

 

CHAIR OF CDC STATES "LETS JUST GET RID OF WHITE PEOPLE" 

https://hooktube.com/watch?v=RnCuJZM4_xc 

 

https://nypost.com/2020/04/29/dr-fauci-backed-controversial-wuhan-lab-

studying-coronavirus/ 

https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/148233/soros-backed-a-disease-control-

lab-in-wuhan-right-before-covid-19-break-out/ 

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Quick-Links/Grants-

Database/Grants/2018/11/OPP1199760 

http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://doctoryourself.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4Tko&t=2s
https://hooktube.com/watch?v=RnCuJZM4_xc
https://nypost.com/2020/04/29/dr-fauci-backed-controversial-wuhan-lab-studying-coronavirus/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/29/dr-fauci-backed-controversial-wuhan-lab-studying-coronavirus/
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/148233/soros-backed-a-disease-control-lab-in-wuhan-right-before-covid-19-break-out/
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/148233/soros-backed-a-disease-control-lab-in-wuhan-right-before-covid-19-break-out/
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Quick-Links/Grants-Database/Grants/2018/11/OPP1199760
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Quick-Links/Grants-Database/Grants/2018/11/OPP1199760
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/20/business/soros-charity-zuckerberg-

gates.html  

 https://www.click2houston.com/topic/fact_checking/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snopes 

https://foodbabe.com/do-you-trust-snopes-you-wont-after-reading-how-they-

work-with-monsanto-operatives/ 

Is George Soros a Sociopath? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGWizajL7tA 
 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/20/business/soros-charity-zuckerberg-gates.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/20/business/soros-charity-zuckerberg-gates.html
https://www.click2houston.com/topic/fact_checking/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snopes
https://foodbabe.com/do-you-trust-snopes-you-wont-after-reading-how-they-work-with-monsanto-operatives/
https://foodbabe.com/do-you-trust-snopes-you-wont-after-reading-how-they-work-with-monsanto-operatives/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGWizajL7tA

